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Abstract: The Center for Nanotechnology Research and Education (CNRE) at the University of the
District of Columbia (UDC) is supporting workforce development in the Nanotechnology area. Our
center supports workforce development from the Community College(CC) to the postdoctoral level.
We have supported several courses focusing on nanoscale science and technology skill sets essential
to join the workforce in diverse industries for diverse students. To serve a diverse student
population facing economic and insufficient prior STEM knowledge base, CNRE has adopted
guided inquiry-driven experimental research as a recruitment and retention platform. CNRE
engaged postdoc and graduate students to mentor Lincoln University in Missouri students to
develop pathways from non-STEM HBCUs to ABET accredited Ph.D. granting HBCU(UDC).
CNRE also supported ~50 UDC-CC students in the Introduction to Nanotechnology course that
resulted from a prior seed NSF-ATE project. CNRE is also supporting the development of an
ambitious two-year AS degree program at UDC-CC in Quantum literacy. CNRE’s active research
magnetic tunnel junction and molecule-based futuristic computer technology offer an excellent
opportunity to provide hands-on training to UDC-CC students. Our expertise will train UDC-CC
students in fabricating 1-5 nm scale tunnel junctions and molecular devices, which are directly
connected to skills needed for Josephson junction and molecule Qubit-based quantum computation.
CNRE strongly emphasizes developing economic experimental protocol and resource management
to maintain sustainable nanotechnology research with the least operating cost. CNRE students are
prepared to conduct research utilizing industrially oriented optimization techniques and operating
CNRE clean rooms and equipment to reduce operating costs. CNRE students are utilizing resources
that are everywhere in all the semiconductor industries and are also considered important for
inventing and manufacturing quantum computer hardware, solar cells, and biomedical services. Our
center is also supporting the newly developed computer engineering program in the UDC Electrical
engineering department. UDC nanotechnology has produced a technologically advanced workforce
for Intel, Micron, KCNSC, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and NASA organizations.
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